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#ACHILLESEVENT

MEMORABLE
MEMORABLE

MOGU MOGU ACHILLES MOTORSPORT

A

FESTIVAL 2016

round mid November last year, the long
awaited automotive event finally arrived.
Together with Mogu Mogu, Achilles held
Achilles Motorsport Festival 2016 in Yogyakarta.
This combination of automotive event and
entertainment, held in the parking lot of
Maguwoharjo Stadium, attracted people in
Yogyakarta to come and watch.
This biggest drifting competition in Indonesia was
officially held on 18 November 2016. For the first day,
the drifters were entering the qualification stage. A
lot of spectators were watching the action of 38
drifters took part in this competition, while at the
same time there was also Trade in event for Corsa tire
in this AMF Yogyakarta.
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The offer of motorcycle tire of Corsa for Rp 85,000
was available for the spectators. Around 1,000 tires
were sold out by Yogyakarta people. Men and women
formed a long queue to get this Corsa tire. They
admitted to be happy with the Corsa promotion in
this AMF 2016.
On the second day, the drifters entered into Semifinal
and Final Stage, and the circuit arena was getting
more crowded. The traffic towards Maguwoharjo
Stadium was quite heavy due to spectators pouring in
to Maguwoharjo Stadium. Drifters sped their cars and
the spectators gave their applause of support to their
favorite drifters.

T

his combination of automotive
event and entertainment
proved to be a success. Some
of events were held at the same
time, such as auto modification
expo, culinary booths, and entertainment from The Finest Tree and NDX
AKA. This entertainment show was a
sweet closing event after the
crowds cheering Amandio’s nomination as Overall Champion in this
AMF Yogyakarta Drifting Competition.

The performance of home grown band with hip-hop
dangdut genre closed the event beautifully. NDX
AKA, playing several songs managed to get the
drifters and spectators to sing along and dance the
night away.
Achilles said that it was proud and satisfied with this
AMF 2016, attended by estimated of more than
10,000 spectators. Hard work by the team for the
last few months was paid off and leaving the sense of
proud by the success of the event.
But, this will not stop here and Achilles will come back
with another surprise. Just wait for another surprise
from upcoming series of Achilles Motorsport Festival!
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#ACHILLESNEWS

-RUSHTER COMMUNITY
GETTING CLOSER WITH ACHILLES

A

utomotive communities in Indonesia become one
of target for Multistrada in developing relationship with its stakeholders. These communities are
welcomed to visit the Achilles Corsa factory to get
knowledge on the production process of this worldwide recognized quality tire. In November last year,
members of K-Rushter became special guests for
Multistrada, visiting Achilles factory.
K-Rushter stands for Kaskus Rush Terios, a car community established since 2011. Multistrada welcomed
K-Rushter coming from West Java Region, Bekasi, and
Banten. There were 20 Rush and Terrios came to
factory visit event with Multistrada.

Apart from the plant tour, there was also coaching
clinic giving knowledge to the participants on the use
of tire and good tire selection. In this factory visit,
happy face shown in the members of K-Rushter
together with their family spending their weekend
together.

“FOR K-RUSHTER, THIS IS OUR FIRST VISIT TO
THE TIRE FACTORY AND LOOKS LIKE WE
PREFER DESERT HAWK FOR OUR CARS”
///////////////////////////////////////////////
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“We are very happy that PT Multistrada Arah Sarana
Tbk welcome the visit of K-Rushter. We are happy that
we can visit this tire factory and bring along our family,
just like a recreation for us. Especially, the company
also gives away many door prizes. For K-Rushter, this is
our first visit to the tire factory and looks like we
prefer Desert Hawk for our cars” said Tunggul
Kusumo, in his speech representing K-Rushter.
After touring the plant, the community regularly hold
monthly get together enjoyed the lunch and took part
in the giveaway session held by the organizer and
doorprize 2 Vouchers of Achilles tires each worth IDR
500,000. After this event, photo session was held and
finally all members of K-Rushter left the plant.
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AMANDIO TAMBAH GELAR DI AJANG

A
SEHARI
DAY WITH
BERSAMA
AMANDIO TAMBAH
GELAR
WON A TITLE
IN DI AJANG

PERTAMAX DRIFTING CHAMPIONSHIP 2016
PERTAMAX DRIFTING CHAMPIONSHIP 2016

P

ertamax
a drift ajang
tournament
titled
“Pertamax
ertamax held
menggelar
drift
bertajuk
menggelar
ajang turnamen
turnamen
drift
bertajuk
Motorsport
Drifting
Championship
2016”
in
Pertamax
Motorsport
Drifting
Championship
Pertamax Motorsport Drifting Championship
Parking
Lot
of
Sentul
Circuit,
Bogor,
on
Saturday
2016, yang berlangsung di Lapangan Parkir
ParkirSirkuit
Sirkuit
(3/12). The
objective
of
this
competition
is
toadalah
search
for
Sentul,
Bogor,
Sabtu
(3/12).
Tujuan
kompetisi
untuk
Bogor, Sabtu (3/12). Tujuan kompetisi
adalah
untuk
gifted
drifters
and
nurture
them
in
the
drifting
world.
mencari drifter
agar
semakin
eksis
di di
drifter- -drifter
drifterberbakat
berbakat
agar
semakin
eksis
dunia drifting.
drifting.
dunia
24 drifters
from many classes
such as Pro,
Rookie
Dalam
pelaksanaannya,
babak kualifikasi
diikuti
oleh
24
diikuti
olehand
24
Drift
Star,
took
part
in
the
qualification
session.
drifter
yang
berasal
dari
berbagai
kelas
yaitu
Pro,
Rookie,
drifter yang berasal dari berbagai kelas yaitu Pro, Rookie,
dan Drift
Drift Star.
dan
Star.
Emmanuele Amandio, won another title this year, after
declared a winner
for kembali
this event.
Dio, his nick
name,
Emmanuele
Amandio
menambah
koleksi
gelar
menambah
koleksi
gelar
driving
Nissan
Cefiro
equipped
with
Achilles
ATR
Sport
juaranya tahun ini setelah memenangi ajang
ini.
Dio,
ajang
Dio,
2
tire,
beaten
Rio
SB
in
the
two
runs
in
the
Final.
After
sapaan akrabnya, dengan tunggangan Nissan Cefiro
sapaan
Cefiroyang
yang
exciting dengan
duel, theban
panel
of
judges
declared
that
Dio
won
berduet
Achilles
ATR
Sport
2
mampu
men
Achilles ATR Sport 2 mampu
menthe event.
gatasi
perlawanan Rio
Rio SB
SBdalam
dalamdua
duarun
rundi
dibabak
babakFinal.
Final.

Pasca duel sengit
sengit yang
yang seru,
seru,akhirnya
akhirnyajuri
jurimemutuskan
memutuskan
Thisuntuk
Pertamax
Drifting
Championship
2016,
followed
Dio
bertengger
di
podium
puncak
ajang
tersebut.
bertengger di podium puncak
ajang
tersebut.
the
title
he
won
in
the
Achilles
Motorsport
Festival
2016
Gelar
Pertamax
Drifting
Championship
2016
ini
menyusul
Gelar Pertamax Drifting Championship 2016 ini
menyusul
in
Yogyakarta,
last
November.
kemenangan yang diraihnya pada Achilles
Achilles Motorsport
Motorsport
Festival 2016
2016 di
di Yogyakarta,
Yogyakarta,pada
padabulan
bulanNovember
Novemberlalu.
lalu.
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Jelly-Jelo

T
M

emasuki
2016,
Tim kreatif
owards
the penghujung
end of 2016,tahun
Achilles
& Corsa
Creative
Achilles
Corsa merasakan
pengalaman
seru
Team
had a&memorable
experience
during photo
menggarap
video
dan
andsaat
video
sessions. In
order
topemotretan.
get the best Untuk
results,
mendapatkan
terbaik,
tim memadukan
model
cantik
the teamhasil
combined
a professional
pretty
model
profesional
bersama
seorangindrifter
untuk
berkolaborasi
with a drifter
to collaborate
a drifting
video.
Jelly Jelo,
dalam
sebuah
video
JellytoJelo,
seorang
model
a beautiful
model
ofdrifting.
Bali agreed
come
into a drift
car
cantik
Dewata
drivenasal
by aPulau
drifter,
Luckybersedia
Reza. untuk naik ke mobil
drift yang dikendalikan oleh drifter Lucky Reza.
After completing photos and video – filled with adrenaSeusai
mengambil
video yang
adrenalin
line – during
Luckyfoto
Rezadan
performing
hispenuh
drifting,
a photo
ketika
Reza
ngedrift,
tibalah
pemotretan
dengan
sessionLucky
of Jelly
Jelo
together
with Corsa
tire is held.
konsep
Jelly
Jelo bersama
menjelang
Time was
towards
evening ban
and Corsa.
sunset Hingga
made the
photo
sore
haribecome
dan matahari
terbenam
menjadi
momen
yang
session
even more
dramatic.
Many
onlookers
indah
untuk
pengambilan
Beberapa
masyarakat
decided
to stop
to gaze atgambar.
this beautiful
model
posing
yang
melewati
with Corsa
tire.lokasi pemotretan berhenti sejenak dan
tertegun melihat model cantik ini berpose bersama ban
Corsa.
Posing stylishly with her favorite motorbike, made
photos of Jelly Jelo became more astounding. The
Beraksi
luwes
di depan
bersama
kesaytoughness
of Corsa
tirekamera
harmoniously
inmotor
balance
with
angan
membuat
hasil-hasil foto Jelly Jelo tampak menJelly Jelo’s
beauty.
gagumkan. Ketangguhan ban Corsa nampak seimbang
diselaraskan
dengan
kecantikan Jellyand
Jelo.
Simak terus
Follow Instagram
@Achilles_Radial
@Corsamc
to
hasil
video
danon
foto-foto
bersama
Jelly
Jelo
yang akan
get the
latest
video and
photo of
Jelly
Jelo.
segera diunggah ke Instagram @Achilles_Radial dan @
Corsamc.
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IXOR

INDONESIA X-TREME
OFFROAD
RACING
2016
......................................
FROM SERIES TO SERIES

01

02

29
29 MEI
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2016

06-07
06-07AGUSTUS
AUGUST2016
2016

SERANG
SERANG
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PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNTBSD
BSD
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06-07
06-07AGUSTUS
AUGUST2016
2016

TEMBONG
TEMBONGJAYA
JAYA--SERANG
SERANG
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04-05
04-05NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
2016
2016

GADING
GADING SERPONG
SERPONG- -TANGSEL
TANGSEL

05
27 NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
2016
2016

(FINAL)
(FINAL) BANJARBARU
BANJARBARU
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#ACHILLESNEWS
Vision and Mission

NON-LASTING TIRES

In the PSG Academy, with objective
to develop football in Indonesia, the
material to be taught not only the
football playing technique, but also
the values of Parisian club. So, the
young players will have skills at par
with European football players.
Furthermore, Multistrada expects to
fulfill the dreams of Indonesian
youngsters looking for avenues to
bring about their football potentials.
Using PSG Academy, Multistrada
invites them to have bigger dreams
and not afraid to make it a reality.
Hopefully this PSG Academy Hosted
by bali United can bring progress to
Indonesian football.

Tire Tilted Position

ponents such
ads protrudn down, the
wn causing
g motion due
nce loading
nly.

Tire tilted position is not due to error during tire
mounting. But, rather this is due to usage. You can feel
tire tilted position through heavy steering wheel during
maneuver. This can cause some of the tire tread
running out faster, it can be the outer or the inner part.
If you feel that your steering wheel is getting heavier,
immediately do the spooring and balancing. Therefore,
the tire position will be straight and parallel.

PARIS-SAINT GERMAIN ACADEMY

A

o High

may cause
oo low, the
wise, if the
f the tire
your tire your tire
will prolong
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PSG Academy

The announcement of launching of PSG Academy was
held in a press conference attended by local and
national media. After the press conference, the press
was taken to Kapten I Wayan Dipta Stadium to watch
initial training of PSG Academy. Several days before,
Bali United Senior Coach, U17 Coach, and U21 Coach
also attended seminar held directly by David Hernandez
as Parisian Head of Methodology of the Youth Development Academy.

MULTISTRADA RECEIVED
REWARDS FROM
OCBC NISP

HOSTED BY BALI UNITED IS OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED
s a follow up of cooperation with Paris
Saint-Germain, on 4 December 2016, Multistrada officially announced the launching of Paris
Saint-Germain (PSG) Academy. This PSG Academy will
be managed and run by Bali United. This event took
place in Balai Budaya Gianyar, and became a symbolic
to start Paris Saint-Germain Academy that will be
active in 2017.

Training Simulation

Paris Saint-Germain Academy is a football school for
boys and girls aged 5-16 years old. The Academy has
presence in 15 countries, with 48 training centers
of PTcamps.
Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk, Uthan M. Arief Sadikin (No. 4 from the left) received the
Braking and Rough Acceleration during the year, and moreSales
thanDirector
150 seasonal
from
OCBC
NISP
More than 11,500 childrenplacard
attended
and
around
halfBank
of in ONBC NISP Tower, Jakarta, on Wednesday (28/12).
PT Multistrada
Arah
Sarana
For the car without ABS, rough braking will cause tire
it came from countries outside
France, and
now
is Tbk, as one of OCBC NISP clients, was elected to receive the placard as a symbol
good is
cooperation
tread running out unevenly. If the extreme braking isopened in Indonesia. PSGover
Academy
a follow upand relationship already built up to present moment.
often done, the tire tread yarned. Therefore, the tirecooperation between Multistrada and PSG already
seems like protruding during low speed. This is will started in May 2016. This cooperation is expected to
disrupt the comfort.
benefit not only for Achilles and Corsa, but also for the
advancement of Indonesian football.

Registration
Paris Saint-Germain Academy in Bali will have its
kick-off in early 2017. Registration remains open for
Indonesian children aged 6 to 19 years old to join the
academy. Registration is open in www.psgacademybali.com All coach that will teach in PSG Academy Bali
have received prior training from Paris Saint-Germain.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

THE FINEST TREE

“LIKE A PLAYGROUND”
H

ysteria and applause from teenagers accompanied the performance of The Finest Tree. This
is a Band currently hyped among Yogyakarta’s
teenagers, and it performed in the Mogu Mogu
Achilles Motorsport Festival.
The Finest Tree is a band fronted by duo-siblings,
Cakka Nuraga and Elang Nuraga, under the music
producer of Eross Candra. The latest hits ‘Sedikit
Waktu’ becomes favorites among its fans.
When the drifting competition took a short break,
The Finest Tree appeared with a rather relaxing song
enjoyed by all spectators. Cakka and Elang managed
to bring the real evening atmosphere of Yogyakarta
to AMF stage.
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Before it appeared on the stage, A-Magz team had a
chance to ask three random questions to Cakka and
Elang. The discussion was filled with laughter.
Although faced with time constraint, both were
enthusiastic in answering the questions. Just read on
how the The Finest Tree answers the sudden questions from A-Magz Team!

CAKKA AND ELANG MANAGED TO BRING
THE REAL EVENING ATMOSPHERE OF
YOGYAKARTA TO AMF STAGE.

Which one do you prefer, motor bike or car?
Elang: Of course a car, safe from rain and heat.
Cakka: Motorbike it is more relaxing. Car will just fill up
the road.
What do you feel when arriving here?
Elang: Hmm, it has the automotive aura!
Cakka: It’s like a playground. It is a playground full of
cars and playground for the youth.
Describe what you know about Achilles!
Elang: I know! I have used it several times.
Cakka: I know. I remember my father used Achilles. The
purple one, right?
Actually, we have more questions to ask these two
musicians, but the A-Magz Team had to give in to the
fans yelling out their name.
Thank you, The Finest Tree, for enlivening the Mogu
Mogu Achilles Motorsport Festival in Yogyakarta!
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Wash the Tire First !

JOIN
US
NOW!

Hey, who’s peeping

HOW TO JOIN

Santa Claus ready to share gifts

1. Klik website www.psgacademybali.com
2. Pilih kolom REGISTER
3. Isi data diri anda
4. Cek email Anda untuk mendapatkan FORM REGISTRASI
5. Print dan isi form registrasi
6. Transfer biaya pendaftaran sebesar Rp. 1.500.000,- ke:
BCA Kantor Cabang Sunset Road
7705800880 a/n: Bali Bintang Sejahtera
7. Kirim form pendaftaran beserta bukti pembayaran ke:
a. Mess Bali United : Jl. Pararaton No. 2, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361
atau
b. Store Bali United : Stadion Kapten I Wayan Dipta, Gianyar
Pendaftaran:
BIAYA: Biaya
IDR. 1.500.000

IDR 500.000/BULAN
For everybody Safety, It must to
be censored !
16

(sudah termasuk 2 set jersey + tas sepatu + bola)

Contact Person : Sam - 0812 137 388 25 | Restu - 0812 6626 5666

W W W. P S G A C A D E M Y B A L I . C O M
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B

ut this time it’s different. Santa Claus that came
to Achilles was driving a drift car. This creative
idea from Achiless team, changed the car of one
veteran drifter Zharfan Rahmadi into Santa’s vehicle
and making good maneuver in one of drift event in
Karawang, West Java.

The car looks funnier and colorful than usual, but its
ability in the drifting track remains the same. The car
was designed with domination of red and white along
with Christmas decoration such as deer and balls,
made the car suitable for replacing the Santa’s sleigh
in the drift track. This car, driven by professional
drifter disguised as Santa Claus, managed to attract
attention in the drift track.
Some other drifters did not expect that the person
behind the Santa Claus custom was their fellow drifter.
They roared with laughter upon seeing Zharfan got off
the car.

WHEN
DRIFT CAR
TURNED INTO
SANTA’S SLEIGH

But, this caused cheerful moments in this drift competition. Some fellow drifters were also interested and
event asked their cars to be turned into ‘Santa Sleigh’.
For those remain curious with Santa Claus ala Achilles,
please visit our Instagram @Achilles_Radial to watch
the video of Santa Claus ‘drifting’ launched right in the

It has been a Christmas tradition that an old man with
big belly and thick white beard and moustache will
always appear riding on the sleigh and distributing gifts
for children. This fictional character has become
Christmas Icon.
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4 FACTORS FOR NON-LASTING TIRES

Weak Car Suspension

Tire Tilted Position

Minimum performance of suspension components such
as shock absorber and spring will cause treads protruding. If the shock absorber is already broken down, the
spring is unable to hold the shock on its own causing
swinging motion in the car. Strong swinging motion due
to weak suspension causing tire has imbalance loading
which will cause tire tread runs out unevenly.

Tire tilted position is not due to error during tire
mounting. But, rather this is due to usage. You can feel
tire tilted position through heavy steering wheel during
maneuver. This can cause some of the tire tread
running out faster, it can be the outer or the inner part.
If you feel that your steering wheel is getting heavier,
immediately do the spooring and balancing. Therefore,
the tire position will be straight and parallel.

Tire Pressure Is too Low or too High

Braking and Rough Acceleration

Unsuitable tire pressure with car standard may cause
tire runs out unevenly. If tire pressure is too low, the
outside tire tread will run out quickly. Likewise, if the
tire pressure is too high, the middle part of the tire
tread will run out quickly. So, always check your tire pressure at least once a month, therefore your tire
tread will run out evenly. In other words it will prolong
the life of the tire.

For the car without ABS, rough braking will cause tire
tread running out unevenly. If the extreme braking is
often done, the tire tread yarned. Therefore, the tire
seems like protruding during low speed. This is will
disrupt the comfort.
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MULTISTRADA RECEIVED
REWARDS FROM
OCBC NISP
Sales Director of PT Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk, Uthan M. Arief Sadikin (No. 4 from the left) received the
placard from OCBC NISP Bank in ONBC NISP Tower, Jakarta, on Wednesday (28/12).
PT Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk, as one of OCBC NISP clients, was elected to receive the placard as a symbol
over good cooperation and relationship already built up to present moment.
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INSTAGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

@ACHILLESRADIAL

SAFE DRIVING TIPS

WHEN IT RAINS
Rain almost always falls in daily in Indonesia during January in Indonesia. Rainy season is identical with reduced
visibility, slippery road condition, even flood. It is perhaps this condition that causes increasing number of
accidents during rainy season. There are some things that you need to prepare for driving in the rainy season in
order to prevent you from being the victim of traffic accident, starting from vehicle’s condition up to your driving
style.
This article will share some tips that you need to prepare before you drive to prevent you from any unwanted
accidents. The following is some tips from us for driving during rainy season:

Check your wiper condition to make sure the rubber is
not brittle and working properly. It is good to always
oily your wiper at least once a month using special fluid
for wiper to prevent the wiper from wear and tear
prematurely.

Check Tire Condition

Maintain a Distance with
The Car in Front of You

Check your tire condition starting from tire pressure,
and always adjust tire pressure with your car standard.
Pay attention to your tire tread. If the tire tread is
already exhausting or ineligible then immediately
change your tire with the new one. Tire tread plays a
good role in splitting the puddle so the tire can up on
the road. If the tire tread is exhausted, the car can slip
when passing through the puddle.

Check the Electrical System

Make sure that all of your car’s lights are working
properly starting from front lights, sign lights and
brake lights. This is important, since during heavy
downpour visibility will be reduced. The car’s lights will
assist other drivers in knowing your position better.

A slippery road condition often makes the car skidded
when pushing sudden brake and causes traffic accident.By maintaining safe distance, during braking you will have sufficient distance to prevent you from making
sudden brake.

Precautions in Passing
Through the Brittle

The brittle will make the potholes invisible. Reduce
your speed when passing the brittle so when the car
passes through the invisible potholes it will not ruin the
tire, allow wheels and tie rod.

Those are few things that you need to prepare and do to prevent unwanted
accident when driving during rainy season. Stay safe on this rainy seasons!
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NOVEMBER

PT. Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk as Achilles Radial
tire producer achieving Primaniyarta Award 2016
from Indonesian Government through Ministry of
Trade in Global Brand Export Developer category.
On the frame, A.M Fachir, Vice Foreign Minister
of Indonesia (left) and Uthan M. Sadikin, Director
of Sales PT. Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk (right).

#AMFYK2016 Updates: Emmanuelle Amandio,
Abdul Aziz, M. Farhan & Bimo Andotama reaching
the big four and ready to be the first!
Live update can be seen in our Instastories, so stay
updates mates.

Ensure That Wiper is Working Properly

Check The Brake Condition

Make sure that the car brake system is working in
maximum prior you leave home, because in raining
condition a good braking system will reduce the risk of
accident.

OKTOBER

DESEMBER
Paris Saint-Germain, Multistrada and Bali United are
collaborating to make Indonesian youth dreams
come true.
Today (4/12) in Gianyarm Bali, Paris Saint-Germain
with Pt Multistrada Arah Sarana Tbk, as the creator
of Achilles and Corsa products announcing the
launch or Paris Saint-Germain Academy that will be
hosted by Bali United.

During Paris Saint-Germain Academy launching day,
both of the team management exchange coaching
methods trough Parisian Youth Development Academy. Watch PSG Academy first training session live in
@baliunitedfc YouTube Channel at 14.00 WITA. Don’t
miss it!
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